
CUB REPORT.  

When the Cubs first met back in September 
2021 I had taken over the role of Cub Section 
Leader (Akela), I’d like to thank Andy, Liz and 
Phillip who kept the Cub Pack going since Lloyd left and during Covid. I was joined in my 
new role by my sister, Imogen Brown (Hathi) our new Assistant Cub Section Leader. With 
her aid, along with our other trusted leaders Heather Codrai (Bagherra) and David Wren 
(Kahn) we managed to piece together our first term program for Autumn 2021, some 
highlights of this term were; our photography hike to Birdham Pool, taking part in the 
Remembrance Parade, and getting messy for Christmas. 
We met back in January after the Christmas holidays along with a bunch of new Cubs and a 
willing parent helper, Nicola (Beccy) Carney, who since her daughter started the section has 
helped out almost every night and we have finally convinced her to take on the role of Pack 
Assistant (Jungle Book name has yet to be decided by the Cubs). Some highlights of our 
Spring 2022 term were; celebrating pancake day by making tin- can pancakes, a Saturday trip 
to go swimming at Westgate Leisure Centre and an Event ran by Louise who is a Community 
Conservation Officer who helped the group plant loads of trees in the field behind the hut. 
This brings us to our current term, Summer 2022. We have so many big things planned for 
this term, not all of them have I been able to keep secret. We have a Box Cart Time Trial 
Competition coining up against other Packs in the District, a Roman themed District Cub 
Camp coming up too and another visit from Louise the Community Conservation Officer. 
Finally another thank you to the other leaders and parents who have helped guide me through 
my first year as a Cub Section Leader. Here is to hoping that they keep getting better!  

Thank you so much.  

Joshua Brown. 
Cub Section Leader.  

 


